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Hey SB! If my count is right, there have been seven videos of beheadings, one video of
execution by burning a captive alive, and I believe there are seven more hostages held by
these groups of radical Islamic terrorists. We have only been shown a tiny portion of their
cruelty. Thousands of Muslims, Christians, and Jews have been similarly killed – including
women, children and infants. History will judge us on how we deal with this existential
threat to civilization and the human race! This is truly the face of evil and the challenge of
our time! – Stefano Bachovich – obscure curmudgeon and wise political pundit – a prolific
purveyor of opinions on just about everything – SB’s primary “go to guy.”
______________________
I was unaware I had written so much on this topic. Here are links to related reports:

We’re not looking for your explanation of radical Muslim behavior! We’re waiting for you to reject those actions!
Our military in the Mideast: What’s the point?
Few interests, fewer friends in Middle East! – by Victor Davis Hanson – reprinted by SB
Capital punishment in the U.S. vs. ISIL beheadings! Are they morally equivalent?
Would you risk the security of the U.S. on …… a dose of Pepto O-Bismol?
ISIL not a threat? Sounds familiar! Remember “9-11”!
ISIL – A coalition is there waiting for us!
Obama’s foreign policy: Counterintuitive and Dangerous! Part Two
Obama’s foreign policy: Counterintuitive and Dangerous! Part One
Refusing to recognize real evil is destructive and morally reprehensible!
Obama disciple: Hamas and Republican leadership are equivalent!
Israel isn’t fighting a war of public opinion! It’s fighting a war for survival!
Our passive President
In a nasty world, a passive President guarantees a diminished United States!
The Obama Doctrine: Leading from (the) behind – or perhaps the closet! Part Two
The Obama Doctrine: Leading from (the) behind – or perhaps the closet! Part One
D-Day: Obama would wait! and then he’d announce the details!

The Face of Evil Speaks through Hatred, Cruelty and Brutality!
Immediately after the beheading of the second Japanese citizen, (the 7th recorded beheading) a
video was released showing the same masked man seen in previous Islamic State hostage videos.
Holding the execution knife and speaking in British-accented English, he says: "To the Japanese
government. You, like your foolish allies in the satanic coalition, have yet to understand that
we, by Allah's grace, are a large Islamic caliphate with authority and power and an entire
army thirsty for your blood. Abe (referring to Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe), because of
your decision to take part in an unwinnable war, this knife will not only slaughter Kenji (the
prisoner) but will carry on and also cause carnage wherever your people are found. So let the
nightmare for Japan begin."
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The President Speaks through His Teleprompter! (Whoops! It’s vise versa isn’t it!)
Here’s what President Obama said at the February 5th National Prayer Breakfast: “Unless we get on
our high horse and think that this is unique to some other place, remember that during the
Crusades and Inquisition, people committed terrible deeds in the name of Christ …… So it is not
unique to one group or one religion. There is a tendency in us, a simple tendency that can
pervert and distort our faith.”
Mallard Fillmore by Bruce Tinsley

I can hardly believe he would say that! That’s pure BS coming from Obama! This is one more
nuanced and painfully tortured attempt by Obama at establishing moral equivalency! Obama says
this is not unique to Islam. On the contrary, in the context of NOW, 2015, this radical Islamic
brutality is overwhelmingly unique, and not isolated but far reaching!
Jonah Goldberg’s reaction was: “It’s so insipidly hypocritical. President Obama can’t bring
himself to call the Islamic State ‘Islamic,’ but he’s happy to offer a sermon about Christianity’s
medieval barbarism in 1215.”
There is no doubt that in recent decades, terrorists acting in the name of Allah have committed
virtually all of the terrorist brutality that has occurred across the planet. That’s an empirically
proven fact. Last week, the United Nations issued a report which identified numerous Islamic State
“mass executions of boys, as well as reports of beheadings, crucifixions of children and burying
children alive.”
Why must Obama reach back in time by
almost 1,000 years in order to find proof of
Christian brutality? Historian Victor Davis
Hanson suggests that it’s because very few
current examples exist outside of radical
Islam. And how do we combat this? Hanson
would ask the president: “Why does such
medieval violence persist to a much greater
degree among so many Islamic extremists
in the PRESENT world than among most
zealots of other religions?”
Allah Speaks through Muhammad!
According to Muhammad in the Qur’anic verses, Allah commands, “I will cast terror into the
hearts of those who disbelieve. Therefore strike off their heads and strike off every fingertip of
them.” As Mark Alexander once noted, and with which I am close to agreement, the loosely
organized terrorist cells and “lone wolves,” are “tied to worldwide Jihad by way of the Qur’an, the
foundational fabric linking all Islamist violence.”
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As Dennis Prager tells us, more than 600 years after Muhammad, Ibn Khaldun, the greatest Muslim
writer who ever lived wrote: “In the Muslim community, the holy war is religious duty, because
of the universalism of the Muslim mission and (the obligation to) convert everybody to Islam
either by persuasion or by force.” Today, it’s my understanding that while most Muslims don’t
interpret these words literally, a significant portion of those declaring fealty to Islam are compliant
with a very popular terroristic interpretation of the Qur’an – they are NOT “outliers”!
______________________
“I doubt ISIL, the Iranian mullahs, or Vladimir Putin will be intimidated by President Obama’s
strategy of ‘strategic patience.’ From their point of view, the more ‘patience’ President Obama
practices the stronger they become.” – Senator Lindsey Graham
______________________

NEXT: ~ Part Two ~
SB speaks up some more – frustration – our policies and goals
don’t make sense!
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